Australasian Conference of Digital Orthodontics
October 26-28, 2017 – Sydney, Hilton Hotel
BALI CONFERENCE OF DIGITAL DENTISTRY

EXCLUSIVE INVITATION

Australasian Conference of Digital Orthodontics
Hilton Hotel, Sydney
Dates: 26-28 October 2017
Designed specifically for orthodontic specialists and team members. This is an exclusive 3-day program combining hands-on
training courses and conference program focusing on digital orthodontic applications. This program is unique of its kind and
will provide practical insights as well as clinical experience from key experts relating to digital orthodontics workflows.

Program Highlights
Hands-on Workshops (8 CPD hours each)
October 26th 2017 – Introduction to Digital Orthodontic
Applications

October 27th 2017 – Advanced Orthodontic
Applications using CAD/CAM Technology

Presenter: Mr Ari Sciacca
This one day practical workshop is designed for
participants to master the basic principles of digital
orthodontics. Consisting of 12 learning modules topics
include:
Digital archiving of cases
Intraoral scanning
Case analysis and reporting using Ortho Analyser
Combining CBCT data and model data
2D image overlays
How to treatment plan in Ortho Planner
Simulate orthodontic treatment plans
Treatment monitoring and patient communication

Presenter: Mr Ari Sciacca
A pre-requisite for this advanced program is
Introduction to Digital Orthodontic Applications. This
hands-on advanced workshop expands on the
applications delivered on the first day to include:
Digital aligners and attachments; treatment
planning through to manufacturing
Virtual set-up scenarios with a variety of cases
Digital labial indirect bonding
Introduction to 3D printing and in-clinic
manufacturing

Participants can select to attend one or both workshop training days. All participants will have access to real case presentations
and exercises. Numbers are strictly limited for the workshops due to the extensive hands on component.

Australasian Conference of Digital Orthodontics

Program:
Moderated by prof. Ali Darendeliler

Main Podium Conference Program (8 CPD Hours)
October 28th 2017
Featuring international and local experts in the field of Digital Orthodontic applications
this one day lecture program will feature the most up-to-date innovations and workflows
enabled by digital solutions.
This program is specially designed for any orthodontic specialist and their team members
involved or looking to incorporate digital workflows into their practice.
Highlights include:
The latest Innovations in Digital Orthodontic Solutions
Indirect bonding in a Digital Workflow
Multidisciplinary Case Management
Digital Treatment Planning
Anchorage Modalities
In-house Manufacturing using 3D Printing
The day will conclude with a cocktail party in the exhibition area.
Pricing:
1 Day of Training - $990.00+GST
2 Days of Training - $1499.00+GST
Conference Day* - $495.00+GST
*special price for Orthodontic Auxiliary - $295+GST
Register for the event here: //academy.dentalaxess.com/orthodontics
For more information contact Dental Axess on +61 (2) 9125 4900 or email info@dentalaxess.com

Dr. Karin Binner Becktor (Denmark)
“My digital orthodontics
journey”

Dr. Geraldine Lee (Singapore)
“Digital patient treatment
planning for improved patient
communication and care”
Dr. Alexander Dudic (Switzerland)
“Manufacturing orthodontic
appliances utilizing 3D printing
technology”

Dr. Alex Yusupov (Australia)
“So what is the deal with
suresmile?”

Mr. Ari Sciacca (Australia)
“3D technology and
orthodontics – where are we
today?” (joint lecture with
Dr. Alex Yusupov)
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